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Some of those were newcomers, six of whom are taking responsibility for our 1968 summer program.

More people are involved in developing programs for 1968. This year's (1968) program will be far more comprehensive than the one above last year's. In January, 1968, we will be making our first major steps. The focus will be on the establishment of a conference on decentralism and education for self-direction, responsibility and spontaneity. Our Board of Trustees is more active, assuming responsibilities in these areas.

The second year we held children's arts classes in pay for fibreglassing and installing electric lights. That step marked the beginning of a real home for our children. We've learned that almost anything is possible.

We're growing in Interaction and Self-Direction. We've had problems; of course. But the family couples get on and learn that they don't like country living any better than we do. They learn that, like us, they can't do much farming. (Our daughter, Allison, has my mind seems to be unclouding.)

Our Board of Trustees is more active, assuming responsibilities for the next year. They will meet twice a month and spend more time on satisfactory conclusions.
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